APA AUTHOR-DATE REFERENCING – JOURNAL ARTICLES

Journal Article – collect this information and enter in the boxes below

Name of author/s or editor (surname, & initial/s followed by a full stop) - Example: Slater, T., & Abshire, M.

Write your author/s or editor/s here:
Note: if editor/s place (Ed.) or (Eds.) after all of the name/s Example of single editor would be Pink, M. (Ed.). Example of two editors would be Beckman, K.R., & Ma, J. (Eds.). The author may be an organization eg. NSW Department of Health.

Year of publication (year of publication in brackets followed by a full stop) - Example: (2018).

Write your year of publication here:
If you do not have a publication date type: (n.d.).

Article Title (Title of the Article followed by a full stop) – Clinical update. Assessment of breathlessness: A critical dimension of identifying cardiovascular disease.

Write your title here:

Journal Title/Name (Italicise Journal Title: Subtitle) - Example: Australian Nursing and Midwifery Journal,

Write your journal title here:
Use italics when you type on computer.
Put a comma after title.

Volume number italicised – Example: 25
Write your volume number here:

Issue number in brackets normal font followed by a comma – Example: (9),
Write your issue number here:
No space between volume number and brackets for issue number

Page number/s of article followed by full stop - Example: 36-39. Write your page number/s here:
for single pages write number – example: 29.

For Online Journals Articles / Database Articles ONLY add these extra details:

1. If a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is available use this in preference to a URL – enter in this format:
   doi:xx.xxxxxxxxxx OR http://dx.doi.org/xx.xxxxxxxxxx
   Example 1: doi.10.22459/NDLA.09.2017
   Example 2: http://dx.doi.org/10.22459/NDLA.09.2017

2. If a DOI not available use these options:
   (a) Retrieved from Library Database main part of the database’s URL - Example: Retrieved from http://www.ebscohost.com:
      (if retrieved from database)
   (b) OR full Internet URL/Address - Example: Retrieved from http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1342/1342.txt
      (if retrieved from Internet)
How does your reference appear in your reference list? It should look like this:

**JOURNAL ARTICLE (hardcopy) – One author example:**

**JOURNAL ARTICLE (hardcopy) – Two authors example:**

**JOURNAL ARTICLE (hardcopy) – Six authors example:**

**JOURNAL ARTICLE (from Library Database with DOI) – One author example (2 ways DOI can be presented):**


**JOURNAL ARTICLE (from Library Database no DOI) – Eight or more authors example:**

*(Note: Record the first six authors in the order they appear, followed by 3 dots ... and then the last named author).*

**JOURNAL ARTICLE (from the Internet) – One author example:**

Write your reference out to match the format above:

For more in-depth examples of APA Referencing refer to the APA Referencing Guide: